job description
intermediate level designer/furniture guru
we need you.
Successful interiors projects depend on confident handling of the big picture as well as the skillful execution of its nitty-gritty details. As
an Intermediate Level Designer/Furniture Guru, your challenge and thrill is to handle both. You confidently mold and make the plans
and specifications that support our client’s big picture. Creative solutions for individual workstations simultaneously support the work at
hand and the program requirements. Meticulous technical drawings and specifications for entire floors of bustling departments,
collaboration spaces, and all the furniture for all the things bring it all together.
+Only candidates with commercial dealership furniture experience will be considered.

your responsibilities + technical skills application:
Produce 2D/3D drawings and specifications to support commercial furniture manufacturers, dealerships and end-user clients worldwide.
Display technical ability through advanced AutoCAD performance and furniture planning software.
Seek efficient tools, technology, and processes to improve skills and boost satisfaction.
Manipulate and blend furniture products effectively.
Develop familiarity with ancillary lines and products.
Render furniture drawings with skill and creativity.
Prepare winning presentations and clean deliverables.

your responsibilities + professional skills and development:
Lead projects independently with oversight by senior designer.
Manage multiple projects, schedules and priorities.
Support senior design staff and project teams on commercial furniture projects.
Work in person and virtually with team, clients, and network of resources.
Develop awareness of workplace research, apply proven methods and creative solutions.
Communicate clearly and concisely, ask thoughtful questions, actively listen.
Respond well to feedback, and look for continuous ways to improve.
Model an attitude of excellence and a mindset of growth.

our requirements:
Minimum 4-year Interior Design degree. FIDER/CIDA accredited programs preferred.
4-10 years experience with emphasis on commercial furniture systems planning and design.
High level of proficiency in AutoCAD and related software.
Familiarity with CET Designer 20/20 CAP and/or other furniture-planning specific software.
Adept working knowledge of Microsoft Office Suite.
Familiarity with Knoll, Herman Miller, Steelcase or Kimball is a plus.
+think outside the cube.
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